Late-Night Matches for Professional Soccer Players: Should we be Concerned about Sleep and Recovery?
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Elite soccer players compete within the uppermost echelon of the most popular and participated sport in the world. Both male and female stars of the game, from Cristiano Ronaldo to Marta Vieira, entertain hundreds of millions of people worldwide. Indeed, the financial growth of the game in recent decades has enabled global television audiences to witness the game they love. Due to the financial influx they provide, television networks can now also influence the timing of matches. An example of this is the ‘late’ kick off time of 20:45 (corresponding to primetime viewing) in most European countries for the UEFA Champions League or for many matches of national teams. Such timing of matches has raised questions from numerous media, scientific and applied platforms (including those who contribute and read the International Journal of Sport and Exercise Medicine) regarding player’s sleep and recovery patterns [1], perhaps not least of all from some of the world’s most elite coaches:

“If we stay behind in a hotel afterwards, the players won’t sleep until three or four o’clock and some won’t sleep until five or six because just after a game it can be difficult to sleep. But if you come home straight away, even if you don’t get to bed until 4am that night, you can leave them in bed until midday, so you don’t lose sleep, and you don’t lose the next day. I always found it better to recover this way.” Arsenal F.C. coach Arsene Wenger on playing night matches away from home; Arsenal.com*

Indeed, elite players such as those at Wenger’s disposal endure numerous physiological, psychological and neuromuscular stressors during training and competition [2]. Consequently, there is a vital requirement for players to balance these stressors with adequate recovery to maximise performance and ensure effective adaptation, whilst also minimising the risk of injury [3]. A crucial part of this balance is the management of a players’ normal sleep-wake cycle [4]. However, forced disruptions to a players’ natural environment can force a de-synchronisation between their endogenous circadian rhythms and this sleep-wake cycle, resulting in a circadian shift [5]. Following these periods of altered functioning there is potential for sleep loss to occur and recovery to be compromised [4,6]. As mentioned, a situation where this can happen during a season is when professional teams play at night [7]. However, the evidence of professional players’ sleep behaviour following these matches is not widely published or available to the public. Indeed, whilst sleep has been long been presented in numerous public and scientific forums as critical to athletic performance outcomes [8], there is extremely limited information available with regards to sleep in soccer. Thus, to help to alleviate these issues, let us briefly go through some preliminary data we have collected in both top-level European clubs and a national team during their 2014 campaign. Further to this, I will present some recommendations for future research including how researchers and soccer practitioners can combine theory and practice to improve both future scientific and performance outcomes.

Figure 1 depicts the average sleep duration for a top-level European soccer player over twenty one days during the regular season for his club (for training days, match days (kick off 15:30-18:00) and match nights (kick off after 18:00). Measures were ascertained twice per day, whereby the player was asked to complete a short sleep and sporting activity questionnaire (SosciSurvey®) in the morning after awakening, and at night prior to sleeping. A seen in Figure 1, this player slept for significantly less time following night matches (5.2 h) compared to training days (8.8 h) and day matches (8.3 h). Thus, clearly for this individual player sleeping following a

![Figure 1: Mean sleep duration (hours per night) for a top-level European soccer player over a 21 day period.](image)

* = significantly different today matches and training days (p<0.05).
night match is difficult. This is similar to previous findings, albeit not in soccer players, with others showing that judo competitors performing maximal aerobic exercise in the evening experience greater elevated sleep-onset latency and awakenings [7]. Reasons for this sleep reduction in our case study obviously point towards the pure extension of this player’s normal bedtime. Indeed, given the relationship between sleep loss and both injury [9] and reduced recovery [6], this may well have practical repercussions for training the next day. However, it should be acknowledged that the nature of these night-match situations are fairly acute, thus at this stage it would seem advisable to carefully monitor this player through next day training (if applicable). In addition, the player could possibly engage in napping activity the following day to alleviate the detrimental effects of sleep loss [10]. Whilst soccer clubs usually possess plenty of ‘in-house sleep data’, at present there is insufficient literature to state whether this loss of sleep will affect recovery within an elite soccer environment.

Although late-night matches appear to disrupt sleep in certain players, such as the one above shown, there are other factors which could also disrupt sleep outside of the pure timing of match activity. For instance, the act of playing itself could retard sleep duration and impair quality, as has been previously hypothesised based on increased arousal at onset of sleep [11]. In contrast, sleep may be further attenuated from other sources (e.g. socialising, psychological reasons). For example, players may sleep differently following a match depending on the psychological load imposed. Theoretically, this would suggest a competitive match inducing a higher psychological load compared to a friendly. To explore such theories, data was collected following both a friendly (kick-off 20:00) and a competitive match (kick-off 18:00) for a national team with the results depicted in Figure 2. Two interesting findings arose from these results: i) Sleep volume was significantly reduced from baseline values following both a 18:00 and 20:00 match, and ii) sleep was similar following both a friendly and competitive match at different kick off times. Unfortunately, given both matches kicked off at different times, it is difficult to extrapolate the effect of the type of match psychological load on sleep here. Equally, the type of match may have altered the ‘pure’ effects of match time on sleep. As such, further case studies or ‘in house’ club research on matches of differing levels of competition commencing at similar times (e.g. 20:00) are required to delineate whether it is the effect of the type of match or the timing of the match which has a greater effect on the reduction in sleep. Admittedly, controlling for numerous extraneous variables which may also affect results (e.g. match intensity/activity) is exceedingly difficult in a field based environment.

Taken collectively, it appears professional soccer players experience significant sleep loss following night matches. However, the mechanisms behind the reduction in sleep volume remain unknown. Furthermore, knowledge of the effect of sleep loss on recovery in these situations is limited. Given few teams will train the day following a late-night match, there is an argument that this sleep loss will have little to no effect on the players since they can ‘catch up’ on sleep the next day. However, teams also lightly train the day after a match and instead have the second post-match day off, thus if players do train practitioners should be aware of the possibility for decreased motivation and at worst, an increase in injury risk [9]. Nonetheless, such instances are very dependent on each situation and the individual in question. Many elite performance managers conduct high intensity pre-season training sessions following periods of sleep loss (from either travel or team bonding exercises) to build character and team harmony. Anecdotally these practitioners report no major injuries or lasting concerns. Given the requirement for sleep is extremely individual, researchers should thus understand that the practitioner’s knowledge of their athletes will (in most cases) be superior to their own.

From a scientific perspective, researchers should aim to consider as many extraneous factors as possible (balancing internal and external validity) when delineating mechanisms responsible for sleep and recovery in soccer. From a practical perspective, that is to improve performance and reduce injury risk, researchers and practitioners need to decide together in which way it is possible to improve such factors within that specific environment. For instance, the team in question may have to travel extensively every second week to play. Thus, any potential research needs to consider and incorporate these factors. The conduction of scientific studies can extend the knowledge and support team development. Indeed, combining the link between theory and practice is a crucial facet of sport medicine and science. This interaction rings true to all those associated with the International Journal of Sport and Exercise Medicine. Collectively, we encourage both scientists and practitioners to work together to improve team performance and our understanding of the numerous interactions within soccer.
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